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Is it just me?
Does anyone else feel like they have been crushed in the 
deepest swell of a wave, tossed and turned, spun out of control 
and then spat out on a beach – bedraggled, yet free to now 
take baby steps?

I have ridden the white crest of a wave on a smooth backed 
white unicorn

I have dived deep down to the navy blackness of the detritus 
filled seas

I have flown to the orbed moon and back, pulling it down into 
my empty arms

I have delved into the crevices of my soul & discovered white 
bright rooms I have never known before

I have peered around the edges of humanity

I have seen the pain of others, reflected in mine.

I have soared the greyest of skies

I have heard the ancient chimes of passing time

I have travelled the globe a million times

I have spanned the depth and breadth and perimeter of love

I have walked in the dewy freshness of the morn

I have shouted a lot

I have loved and cried with my kids

I have missed my aging beautiful aunties

I have fought the wildfires of fear in my heart

I have slept on a bed of fear and woken with a pounding 
heart

I have watched my grass seeds grow, and courgettes from 
seedlings

I have eaten copious cheap chocolate

I have read and re-read all the books I have access to

I have cooked lunch after lunch



I have listened to the Uk blessing on repeat 

I have known longing like never before

I have walked with dis-ease and contentment side by side, 
long lonely days without end 

I have come face to face with the thought leopard of Covid 
19 

I have known shame, and chastised for mistakes at work 

I am re-surfacing from the waters of life 

I have rowed the seven seas in a rickety old boat, with just 
enough provisions 

I have been blessed without measure 

I have worked long and hard days with little thanks 

I have found hope in small things 

I have neglected myself

I am almost done in

I have been liberated by penned words on a blank page, 

formed out of the jumbled mess of thoughts in my head

I have been held by a lovely mum, I am unable to 

confide in, who has made roti and dahl

I have cursed, yet been redeemed by, the universe

I have grieved a loss, like no other

I have stopped spinning

I have been truly loved

I have picked up the pieces of the plates I’ve smashed, 

the balls I’ve dropped, the people I’ve failed.

I’ve found the golden thread running through the 

weave of my life, the pearl of great price

I’ve been kept by the divine -

I’ve been lost and found.

I am made anew.





Investigating Primary 
care access for rough 
sleepers of Camden 

during Covid-19 
and the rush to provide online primary care – more health inequality?

Morgan Roberts GPCD presentation 



Health of rough 
sleepers in the UK 

Why might a rough sleeper not have access to healthcare?
What the King’s Fund says 

• Difficulties navigating the health and care system, due to a range 
of different factors including low literacy skills, language barriers, 
complex administrative processes and lacking means of 
transportation 

• Reluctance to engage due to expectations of rejection or 
stigmatisation, or distrust of institutions, often based on 
negative past experiences 

• lifestyles, in which health and care needs are often not an 
immediate priority

• The stigmatisation of people who are homeless, a lack of 
confidence and a lack of understanding around working with this 
population group, including being sufficiently trauma-informed

COVID-19 – Most communication is by internet or phone currently. 
Has this affected the ability of rough sleepers to access care? 



Rough sleepers have an increased need for 
healthcare – health inequality 

Rough sleepers have a higher prevalence of mental health issues and 
substance dependence, this incurs and increased need for support and 

treatment.

“almost all long term physical conditions, as well as musculoskeletal 
disorders, respiratory illness and infectious diseases such as tuberculosis 

and hepatitis C are more prevalent in the homeless population” 

(Kings fund, Public health England)



Rough sleepers and health requirements in 
Camden  
CHAIN report Camden 2019/2020
• 693 people seen sleeping rough in Camden

• The majority of these people were from the UK 63%

• 78% male, 22% female 

• 67% of rough sleepers had a support needs assessment, this 
included alcohol, or drug or mental health issues 

Camden CCG ‘Register with a GP’
“You should not be refused registration or appointments because you 
don’t have a proof of address or personal identification at hand. It is not 
considered a reasonable ground to refuse registration. This also applies 
if you are an asylum seeker, refugee, a homeless patient or an overseas 
visitor, whether lawfully in the UK or not.”

”The GP practice must accept you, unless there are reasonable grounds 
to refuse you.”



How difficult is it to access care?
What GP practices say 
Practice #1
What details does a person rough sleeping need to register?
- They can come into the practice, helpful if they have ID, and any previous letters relating to medical care. 
If registered but no phone or internet during Covid?
- If they haven’t got a phone number, then they can come in to organize an appointment. They were 
unsure as to how the appointment would be conducted without access to a phone. 

Practice #2
What details does a person rough sleeping need to register? 
- If they only have a contact number this is fine. They don’t need an address, but they would prefer if 
there was an address of a shelter that they visit regularly.
If they don’t have a phone or internet during Covid?
- They can come in person and book a face-to-face appointment on the day if they have no contact details.

Practice #3
What details does a person rough sleeping need to register? 
- Need a registered address, a shelter, hostel or similar. Proof of ID they can work around depending on 
how urgent the problem is. 
If they don’t have a phone or internet during Covid?
- They can come in to register in person (with social social distancing). Need to use number of a hostel 
that they can contact, with, usually liaise with the building manager. Not doing any face-to-face 
appointments at all, but this would be up to Drs discretion if they feel it is urgent. They will ring someone 
the morning of to confirm that they don’t have symptoms. 
- The person I spoke to was usure of the protocol relating to if the person was not in a shelter or did not 
have a phone.

Map of GP practices in Camden 



How difficult is it to access care?
Rough sleepers experience 

Interviewee #1 Interviewee #2 Interviewee #3

Are you registered with a 
GP?

Yes Yes No

Have you had problems 
registering with a GP?

No – did it when they were sleeping 
on a friend’s sofa and used their 
address. 

No Has not tried, 
not aware of 
services 

Have you found it more 
difficult to access healthcare 
since Covid 

No – sent regular texts by the GP, 
Local organization help them as well. 
Uses the 108 service.

Unable to go in person, had to 
borrow a phone to organize

Has not needed 
healthcare 

Do they have a phone or a 
way of booking an 
appointment other than in 
person?

Yes – they had a brick phone with a 
sim and a power pack (“absolutely 
essential”) 

no Yes 

Other healthcare  issues? Didn’t want to go into a hotel or 
sheltered accommodation as high 
Covid risk (4%)

(At this point his friend turned 
up and told me to leave, in 
other words, so I did)

No 



The 108 service: Camden health 
improvement practice  

• Pushing for online 
appointments 

• Will organize phone 
appointments with homeless 
persons within Camden 

• If they do not have a phone 
then they are entitled to show 
up and they will be screened 
for Covid-19 at the door before 
being allowed to enter. 



What can be done?

• Give people phones!!!!!  + a pack of information that 
makes them aware of their rights and options 
available to them – in a range of languages  (maybe 
put the number in the phone already?)

• Expansion on pathways service. Currently only 
activated upon admission to certain hospitals. 

• Involve people with experience of homelessness in 
policy making 

• Housing first model 



Thanks for your time, hopefully you have some 
useful information you can give to a rough sleeper 

in your area

Homeless people always have the right to register with a GP without an address 

They also can use the address of a Job center or hostel to register for universal credit





Persistent Pain Support Group 
Anny Ash (Social Prescribing Trainer)
Lesley Perkins (GP)



 

Dear 

 

 

We would like to invite you to our Word café conversation 

on the following subject: 

What does good care look and feel like when you 

have chronic pain? 

A world cafe conversation is an opportunity to share in 

small groups your experiences, ideas and thoughts about the 

question above with others who experience chronic pain.  

There are no right or wrong answers but everyone’s different 

perspectives will add to the richness of the conversation and 

help us do better. 

You have been invited because you have been identified on 

our practice system as living with fibromyalgia/chronic pain.  

We really want to hear from you on this topic and would 

appreciate your time. 

 

Please join us on Thursday 6th September from 10am-12 in 

the Bromley by Bow Centre church. Refreshments provided. 

 

RSVP by email: socialprescribing.bbbc@nhs.net  

or by phone: 0208 709 9840 

We look forward to seeing you 

Dr Lesley Perkins and Anny Ash 

(GP and BBB centre social prescribing manager) 

 

WORLD CAFÉ
Conversation style/process to discuss specific questions 
in diverse groups of people
Designed to discuss the same question in successive 
rounds to bring out common themes and ideas.
The outcome of the discussion is not set in stone and 
the group decide how to take ideas forward
There are no rules but there is an ‘etiquette’





Reproduced with Creative Commons License from http://www.theworldcafe.com
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1. What does good care look and feel like when 
you live with chronic pain?

2. What would you want to do in partnership 
with the centre and surgery to enable good 
care for you and others in the same 
situation?

World Café Questions



Post it note sample:
How are you? Not What problem can I help you with?
Change of seasons really affect me
Not everyone knows what fibromyalgia is
I would like continuity
Doing things that are creative and still living with pain 
is inspiring
I feel a richness in being acknowledged
Meeting people in the same situation is really good 
for understanding
Marijuana should be legalised
Tablets don’t always help-too much focus on 
painkillers
People always say: ‘You don’t look like you are ill’





Come and join us!
We are a friendly, supportive, welcoming and 

positive group of women who live with 

persistent pain. We come together to learn and 

share experiences. We take inspiration from 

each other because we are all experts.

We meet at 11-12pm on the first Monday of the month in the Barn at the 

Bromley by Bow Community Centre. 
If you are a family member or carer of someone who lives with pain there is a carers group held at the 

centre by Mandy. Please ask at the connection zone for more information.





THANK YOU








